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The Casoni brothers founded their distillery in 1814 in the town of Finale
Emilia, itself situated in the heart of the flatlands outside Modena in
northern Italy. Focused on artisan incarnations of traditional and historic
regional liqueurs, the brothers quickly gained a passionate following
throughout Emilia-Romagna for the quality and character of their aperitifs
and amari. After WWII, Enea Casoni rebuilt his family's distillery, passing
on the business to his son, Mario, in 1970. It was Mario who developed
Casoni's international profile, and 200 years later Casoni continues to bottle
liqueurs designed long ago in their family's history, while simultaneously
creating new liqueurs and distillates that respect traditions while expanding
possibilities and setting new trends.
APERITIVO 1814

Casoni produces its lively orange-red Aperitivo 1814 from the family's own ancient recipe,
a complex blend of essences designed long ago and handed down from one generation to
the next. This semisweet infusion of cold-pressed extracts uses local botanicals, including
bittersweet and aromatic herbs, citrus fruits, and seeds.
Rich yet refreshing on the palate with strong, bright flavors. Bittersweet with notes of multiple
herbs and fruits, balanced and persistent on the finish. Pleasantly moderate alcohol of 15%.
AMARO del CICLISTA

This splendid, deep and intense Amaro is created through a 30-day cold extraction of 15
carefully selected and minced aromatic herbs. The resulting concentrated amalgam is put
into tank to rest for one month, then filtered and held for another 30 days to allow the various
components to integrate into an awesome whole with Casoni's prerequisite depth and length.
Full-bodied, round and bitter style with notes of licorice, orange, rhubarb, peppermint and
herbs, with a powerful finish that is simultaneously smooth and bitter. Amaro del Ciclista is a
spirited exclamation mark to complete the finest of meals. 26%.
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